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T

HE LITTLE COMMUNITY BERLO, for many now just a spot on a map, has an
important story to tell. It was here, in the early 1900s, that a small group of German
immigrants to Canada set out to make a new life for themselves. And in their distinctive
strip-farm villages and interesting farm and church buildings, they also created a fascinating
part of the R.M. of Gimli’s ethnic composition, but also an important part of its heritage.
Beginning in 1903 and until at least the 1930s, the community of Berlo thrived as a distinct
enclave in a multicultural region that also included Ukrainians, Poles and of course the
dominant group, Icelanders.

The strip-farm village at Berlo is
reminiscent of the better known farm
villages developed by Mennonites south of
Winnipeg, who were also from the same
general area of Central Europe as the Berlo
Germans. The imprint of the original Berlo
village site is a quarter mile wide, with
linear farms on Sections 22, 27 and 28-203E, and is clearly visible on Google Earth.
The land ownership pattern has not
changed significantly since its origins.
Besides the imprint of the village itself,
there are several original buildings that
recall the history of this place. Some log
houses, a log barn, a stackwall shed and
log summer kitchen from the pioneer
period remain fairly intact. The Berlo
Cemetery of 1907 also remains, located at
the heart of the settlement. A monument
marks the location of the former church
within the cemetery. A plaque marks the
location of the second Bismark/later Berlo
School. The school building has been
moved to NW22-20-3E, renovated, and is
now the home of Rose Reichert and her
son Ron and his wife Debra.
This booklet provides some background to
the Berlo pioneers, illustrates some of the
community’s notable public buildings,
introduces through brief biographies many
of the first settlers, and finally presents the
buildings. We have also included family
trees of certain families.

Even in this contemporary topographic map, the strip-village quality of
Berlo is evident, with buildings lined up along the Berlo Road.
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GERMANS IN GALICIA – A
BRIEF HISTORY
The community of Berlo has its origins in
18th-century Central Europe, where
nationality was a changeable issue, and
where people could one day be in AustroHungary and the next, via a treaty and
boundary revision, find themselves in
Poland.
In 1772, Austria had seized from Poland
the area it renamed Galicia, homeland for
many Manitoba Ukrainians, and also for a
sizable ethnic German population. Austrian
Emperor Franz Josef II granted religious
freedom to the inhabitants and planned to
develop the economy of Galicia. He began
to recruit good farmers and craftsmen in
Germany. He offered as incentives land,
tools, livestock, and exemption from
taxation for farmers. He even built villages
for those who signed on. Between 1782
and 1786 over 3,000 families migrated to
Galicia from Germany. Half were Roman
Catholic, half were Lutheran, and a few
were Mennonite.

This map shows the Bruckenthal village that became home to some of the families that
eventually moved to Canada, and eventually to Berlo. The clear strip-village formation is
visible here, even extended into a larger cruciform plan.
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Meanwhile, conditions in the Palatinate
region of Germany eventually encouraged
out-migration, as wars, famines, high
taxes, and religious and political
persecution challenged communities. Many
of these Germans sought refuge in Galicia.

Forty-two Palatinate families moved to Bruckenthal, and found a village laid out in a
cruciform, with their houses already built on the intersecting roads. The families in the group
were given over 1,100 acres of land, animals, tools, equipment and seed grain. The village was
located on high fertile land, with an adjacent government-owned forest. Villagers were
permitted to cut all the wood they needed for building or fuel. Good water was available in
shallow wells.

BERLO – ITS ORIGINS
As was observed by a Berlo pioneer: “At the turn of the century it seemed as though everyone
we met in Austria was talking about Canada or the United States. Both these countries were
pointed out to us as lands of opportunity.” The Canadian Department of the Interior had
launched a massive publicity campaign to publicize “The Last Best West,” with pamphlets in
numerous languages, including German, and immigration agents, to persuade farmers
especially to come to the Canadian West. The main attraction was the promise of 160 acres of
free land for each applicant.
The German Catholic settlers who eventually came to Berlo were from the villages of
Bruckenthal, Michalowka/ Josefowka and Uhnow in Galicia, then part of the AustroHungarian Empire. They left Austria primarily because of shortage of farm land for a growing
population, and compulsory military service, as well as a real and legitimate fear of war.
The first emigrants departed Hamburg on the steamship “Assyria” on April 3, 1903. The trip
across the Atlantic to Halifax took 13 days and the train trip to the Selkirk immigration shed
took another four days. The settlers walked to Gimli and then to Berlo, where they initially
stayed at established German homesteads in the area.
The first group who came to Berlo included Michael Gottfried, Mathias Gottfried, Johan
(John) Franz, Jacob Haas, Kristian Haas, Martin Eiers, Adam Reichert, Karol (Karl) Schnerch,
and Adam Karst.
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The Department of the Interior agreed to
subdivide Sections 22, 27, and 28 into strip
farms a quarter mile wide by one mile
long, fronting on Berlo Road. Houses,
barns and outbuildings were built along
Berlo Road, creating a linear village.
Seventeen families settled in the village.
Most homestead entries were made in May
of 1903, many on the same date. John
Heidinger of Gimli, constable and
magistrate, acted as agent for the settlers,
many of whom could not speak or write in
English.

This site plan identifies the first homesteaders of Berlo, from a map surveyed February to April of 1877.
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STS. PETER AND PAUL ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH AND CEMETERY
In 1907, Martin Eiers donated two acres of land at the north-west corner of the W1/2 of W1/2
of 22-20-3E for a church and cemetery. And in 1908 a small chapel was built of tamarack logs
fastened by wooden dowels. The workmanship was excellent, under the direction of head
carpenter Michael Gottfried.
Sts. Peter and Paul operated as a mission church of the St. Benedict’s parish church in Camp
Morton, until its destruction by fire in 1962. Church ladies had been cleaning the church yard
when a grass fire got out of control. Prior to that the church had been renovated with drop
siding.

Archival view of Sts. Peter and Paul Roman Catholic
Church, now gone. This building had a fascinating
Art Deco-ish main facade, with faceted and stepped
wall elements culminating in a stout tower.

Sts. Peter and Paul Cemetery, where several Berlo pioneers are buried.
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Johan (John) Reichert donated land at the
SE corner of the E1/2 of the E1/2 of 27-203E for the first school. Bismark School
District No. 1482 was created by by-law of
the Rural Municipality of Gimli on
February 15, 1909. It included sections 19
to 36 of Township 20-3E.

BISMARK/BERLO SCHOOL

The first Bismark School was built by
carpenter Michael Gottfried. Floorboards
consisted of hand-cut logs. The first
recorded teacher was Mr. Gebler. A
teacherage was built in 1930. Later the
Sisters of Service who taught at Bismark
and King Edward II stayed here. Beginning
in 1937, Sister Alice Walsh of the Sisters
of Service from Camp Morton was the first
of seven of the Sisters to teach at Berlo.
The Sisters provided a lending library, and
nursing services.
Bismark/Berlo School, a typical one-room school from the early decades of the 1900s.
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The first school accidentally burned in
1949, and all records were destroyed. The
second school was built in 1952 on Section
22, until it closed in 1967 because of the
consolidation of schools in Evergreen
School Division. Christian and Rose
Reichert purchased the school building,
and converted it into a house. Mrs.
Reichert still displays the School District
sign in her yard.

STORES AND POST OFFICES
In 1912, Michael Samborski built the first
store at the south-east corner of 25-23-3E,
and became Berlo’s first postmaster. The
second store was built at the north-west
corner of 23-20-3E. Johann Franz served
as postmaster from 1928 to 1956. His son
Adam Franz succeeded him, serving from
1956 to 1965.

Johann Franz was postmaster of Berlo from 1928 to 1956.
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PIONEERS ADAM & ANNA KARST
Adam Karst was born January 9, 1875, in Bruckenthal (now called Rawa Ruska) in the
province of Galicia, (now part of the Ukraine) in the Austro-Hungarian Empire. He worked for
about four years in his brother’s shoe shop, then for a year in another shoe shop. He served
compulsory military service for three years in the Austrian army.
Anna Roth Gottfried Karst was born December. 12, 1862 in Bruckenthal, and first married
John Gottfried, who died accidently in 1893. She then married Adam Karst October 1, 1899.
Anna and Adam raised several children: John Roth (Gottfried) Karst - born Dec. 25, 1890, in
Bruckenthal; Adam John (Gottfried) Karst - born Nov. 4, 1892 in Bruckenthal, raised but
never formally adopted by his step-father, Adam Karst; Joseph Karst – born Jan. 1, 1902, only
son born to Anna and Adam; and Mary Karst – born Sept. 28, 1906 in Berlo, but died on May
1, 1913, in Wimbledon, North Dakota.
The Karst family migrated to Canada with the first group in April of 1903. Adam filed entry on
E1/2 of E1/2 28-20-3E on April 27, 1903. He had $12 in his pocket and had to pay $10 for the
homestead entry.
Adam left his family with an established German settler and with a companion took a boat to
Selkirk, and then walked to Winnipeg to search for a job. One day he and a companion had to
unload a railway car, which netted them 50 cents each. He managed to get a job with the CPR,
building a roundhouse. The work entailed a seven-day work week, with no break for the
Sabbath. He received $2.25 a day pay, out of which he had to pay $12 a month for board and
room with an old couple. Upon receiving his first paycheque, he sent $35 to his wife to buy
groceries and a cow, which would provide milk and butter for his family. In July, his wife
urged him to return home to cut hay for winter feed for the cow. After four days haying he
returned to his CPR job which lasted until October 11th. He came home with savings of $120,
more money than he had ever possessed. That fall he built a log house and small barn for the
cow. Furniture was carved out of small logs, and mattresses consisted of hay covered by
blankets. On Nov. 4, 1904, Adam had to borrow $39.00 from the Det. of the Interior, which
placed a lien on his homestead. He received his naturalization certificate June 7, 1906, and
received patent for his homestead May 15, 1907.
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Adam and Anna Karst left Berlo in 1908
to live in Wimbledon, North Dakota, in
the Jamestown area.

PIONEERS MATIAS & ELIZABETH REICHERT
Matias Reichert (1881-1970) made his homestead entry at Berlo for the E1/2 of W1/2 of 2220-3E on July25, 1905. He replaced a brother who decided not to emigrate.
In 1913, Matias made his second application for patent. Now possessing a naturalization
certificate, he was 31 years old, had a wife Elizabeth (Emmerick) (1883 – 1961), and five
children. He had resided on his land continuously beginning in March 15, 1906, leaving each
fall to work on threshing gangs in southern Manitoba. This work provided him the money to
improve his farm, and to survive on the Interlake till plain.
He now had 10 acres in crop, 15 cattle and three horses. Improvements also included a log
house 24x44 feet, valued at $400, a log stable , 20x24 feet, a small log stable, 15x15 feet worth
$50, a log granary, 12x15 feet worth $50, rail fencing worth $150. Improvements totaled $800
in value.
The inspector from the Dept. of the Interior remarked in his report “Like all the land in the
district, it costs more to clear than it is worth”.
However, in 1906 the farm received a Centennial Farm plaque. Rose Reichert, the widow of
Matias’ son Christian, remains on the farm. Her son Ron and his wife Debra just moved back
to the farm, so it will remain under family ownership for another generation.
Matias and Elizabeth Reichert.
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PIONEERS JOHANN & APOLONIA FRANZ
Johann and Apolonia Franz, with their eight month old daughter Emily, emigrated to Berlo
from Austria with the first group. Their children born later in Berlo were Katherine, Anton,
Marie, Anna, Adam, John, Michael (died as a baby), Joseph and Elizabeth. Johann made a
homestead application for the E ½ 27-20-3E May 27, 1903. He received his patent Dec. 9,
1907.
Johann left behind his parents, Anton and Anna (nee Emerich), his brothers Anton and Karl,
and his sister Maria and husband Anton Lisecki. Johann’s brother Martin and his wife Emelia
(nee Marks – sister of Johann’s wife Apolonia) and their four children had arrived in Canada in
April of 1902, and settled in Camp Morton. Younger brother Michael came later, and also
homesteaded in Camp Morton.
All of Apolonia’s family came to Canada. Her parents, Adam and Apolonia (nee Dick), with
children Johann, Margareth and Mathias, arrived in April 1902. Their daughter Amelia,
husband Martin Franz and their four children travelled with them. Their daughter Maria,
husband Heinrich Schnerch and their four children came to Canada with Johann and Apolonia
Franz.
When applying for patent in late 1906, Johann had a wife and seven children. The homestead
inspector certified that he resided on his land except at harvest time, had a log house, 22 x 24
feet, of real good hewn logs worth $300. Also, he had built a log stable, 22 x 20 feet, with a
loft, valued at $100. Johann had 10 cattle and two pigs. He had broken six acres of land and
cropped three, which were valued at $50.
Johann had three liens on his land because the Dept. of the Interior had advanced provisions
and seed grain in 1904. A total of $95.47 in principal and interest had to be paid off before the
Dept. would issue the patent for his homestead. All of the settlers had liens for the same
reason.
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Johann and Apolonia Franz.

PIONEERS KARL (KAROL) AND ANNA SCHNERCH
Karl (1855-1933) and his second wife Anna Schnerch (1865-1955) (pronounced Shnair) grew
up in the village of Michalofka, Galicia, in the Austro-Hungarian Empire. He was a successful
carpenter and 49 years of age in 1903, with a family of four children, Karoline from his first
marriage, John, Mary and Elizabeth. Family members and friends were planning to immigrate
to Canada for the free land and the chance to make a good living. He did not plan to go, but
according to the family tradition they got Karl intoxicated, and tricked him into taking his
family to Canada. They landed at Pier 21 in Halifax, and took the railway to Winnipeg. The
train had to stop when leaving the Halifax station because Mary and Elizabeth had not got on
board. Anna’s hysterical screams persuaded the conductors to stop the train.
On May 19, 1903, John Heidinger of Gimli made application for Homestead Entry for Karol
Schnerch. Karl chose the W1/2 of E1/2 22-20-3E. Heidinger, who spoke both English and
German, acted as agent for most of the Berlo settlers. Because of language problems, a
Dominion Lands Agent later spelled Karl’s surname as Schnertz.
There were only two dozen Austrian families in the Berlo area when Karl and Anna arrived.
Karl built a log house with a straw roof and mud floor. According to the story passed on
through generations in the family, Karl purchased a stove in Gimli, 15 kilometres from Berlo,
and it took several trips to cart pieces of the heavy stove home over rough trails. Karl received
patent for his homestead on December 22, 1906.
Five children were born to Karl and Anna in Canada: Karl(1905), Adam (1908), Joseph
(1911), and Adeline and Anna whose birthdates are unknown. Karl died July 1, 1933, at the
age of 78, and was buried on the homestead. Anna died in 1955, aged 90, and is buried in the
Berlo Cemetery.
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Anna Schnerch, second from the left.

PIONEERS MICHAEL & ROSALIA GOTTFRIED
Michael and Rosalia Gottfried emigrated from the village of Bruckenthal, Galicia, Austria on
April 3, 1903. They came to Canada with the first group in 1903, and at first stayed on the
homestead of a fellow Austrian until Michael built a log house on his homestead. Their
daughter Elizabeth was to be mother of Manitoba Premier and Governor-General of Canada,
Edward Richard Schreyer.
Jacob and Maria Haas sponsored Michael, Rosalia and Elizabeth as immigrants to Canada.
There was little work and overcrowding in Austria, and Jacob Haas wrote people to advise
them that there was plentiful land available in the Gimli area. A sponsor received $10 per adult
and $5 per child, but the immigrant had to file for a homestead as proof of this work.

Beginning in 1920 Michael operated a
store in Meleb. He moved to the Meleb
area because it received C.P.R. service in
1910, and because the soils of the Berlo
area were difficult to farm. He and his
family moved again in 1924, to the Camp
Morton area. Rosalia died on September
11, 1962, and Michael on March 8, 1969.
Both are buried in St. Benedict’s Cemetery
in Camp Morton.

On May 19, 1903, Michael filed for entry on homestead E1/2 of W ½ of 28-20-3E, and on
October 25, 1904, he accepted $26 in provisions from the Dept. of the Interior, which placed a
lien on his homestead. On July 24, 1906, he filed for patent, which he received December 28,
1907, after he had paid off the lien. Then 30 years of age and a naturalized citizen, Michael
and Rosalia had several children, including Mary, Veronica, John, Katherine, Annie, Eva,
Adam, Rose, Margaret, Lena, Louise, Michael, and Joseph.
Improvements on the farm in 1906 included a log house, 24 x 34 feet, worth $300, a log stable
18 x 24 feet with loft worth $150 housing six cattle, fencing valued at $100, a log granary 16 x
20 feet worth $40, and a well worth $12. Michael had 5.5 acres in crop, and 3 acres more
cleared. These improvements were later valued at $1,120. Letters patent were issued to
Michael Gottfried on January 30, 1908.
Michael Gottfried was an important figure in Berlo, as head carpenter for the building of the
first church and first school. Later he was head carpenter for the construction of St. Michael’s
church in Meleb, St. Anthony’s in the St. Benedict’s Cemetery in Camp Morton, and assisted
in the building of a Ukrainian Catholic church in Meleb. He also built three schools in the
Meleb area. Michael remained active, serving as a Commissioner of Oaths.
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Michael & Rosalia Gottfried, ca. 1918

PIONEERS MATHIAS & KATRINA GOTTFRIED
Mathias Gottfried was a half-brother to Michael Gottfried (see previous), having the same
father. Mathias made a homestead entry on May 27, 1903 on W1/2 of E1/2 of 28-20-3E. He
had a lien of $31.20 registered against his homestead by Department of the Interior which had
supplied him, and most of the first Berlo settlers, with seed and provisions. This debt and
accumulated interest had to be paid off before the Department would issue a patent for the
homestead. Mathias received patent on January 18, 1906.
Descendants of Mathias and Katrian include children Michael Gottfried and Lena (Gottfried)
Marks, and granddaughter Dorothy Ingleson.

Mathias and Katrina Gottfried.
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PIONEERS MICHAEL & ANNIE SKIBA
Michael Skiba (1866-1932) emigrated from Poland in 1914 with his wife Annie (Dzidzh)
(1881 – 1975) and daughters Helen and Mary. Sons Joe (1915) and John (1918) were born in
Canada. The Skibas made homestead entry in 1914 for the S ½ of S ½ of 33-20-3E on the
northern fringe of the Berlo settlement. This strip farm ran east-west, unlike the usual north –
south alignment of farms in sections 22, 27 and 28.
The Skibas built a two room log house chinked with mud. The interior was painted with
whitewash, with a bit of laundry bluing for colour. The two parchment windows were covered
by shutters in winter and the house was heated by log-burning stove. Summer kitchens were
built because in the heat of summer, cooking on the stove made the house too hot to sleep in.
The barn was built next on a gravel ridge to keep the few cattle and horses dry. Additions were
made later for chickens and pigs. A log lean-to kept wood dry, and served as a machine shed
later.
After the death of their father, the teen aged boys took over the farm and built a log granary,
and bought a grain crusher and tractor. To survive during the Great Depression of the 1930s,
Joe Skiba played at dances, and the brothers operated a still.
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The old Skiba Log Barn, used even into the 1990s
as a chicken coop.

PIONEERS PAUL AND
KATHERINE DZYDZ
On October 21, 1903, Paul Dzydz made
application for a Homestead Entry for the
west half of the west half of 28-20-3E. A
carpenter, Paul (1842-1926) was born in
Symyruika, Austria, and arrived in Canada
on May 28, 1901 with his sons John (18831972) and sons-in-law Philip Olisuik and
Martin Skiba. They walked from Winnipeg
to Berlo, where Paul made entry on a
homestead. In 1902, Paul’s wife Katherine
(1857-1936, born in Nowasizey, Austria)
and their children Carol Olisuik, Annie
Skiba and Alexander arrived in Berlo.
Daughter Lena was born in Berlo.
By 1907, Paul had cleared 7 ½ acres for
cropland, two acres for hay land, had built
a 36 x 16 foot log house valued at $400, a
log stable 32 x 20 feet worth $200, a shed
worth $15, two wells worth $50 and
fencing valued at $100. He then had a herd
of 10 cows.

The old Skiba Log House.

On November 11, 1907, Mr. Dzydz had his
certificate of naturalization, and received
the patent on his homestead.
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GERMAN VERNACULAR BUILDINGS
The original folk houses at Berlo are all gone, but some other German buildings still extant in
the Gimli municipality, as well as some old photographs, give a sense of the distinct and
attractive qualities of those buildings, and of that important aspect of Gimli’s architectural
heritage.
The German folk houses typically had a north-south orientation with west side entry. In their
log construction, the post and sill system employed corner bracing and top plate-beam
connections. The houses were rectangular, with two or three rooms, one storey in height with a
simple gable roof. A major distinguishing feature was the large veranda extended with flared
eaves on west and south sides, and supported by posts. Decorative mouldings were added to
windows, cresting to the roof, and detailing to the verandah. Most log houses were usually
covered with milled wood siding to give them a more refined appearance.

In an old photograph, the appeal of the intricately
carved wooden details at the tops of verandah posts
is apparent.

An old snapshot shows the character of a Berlo farmhouse.
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GERMAN VERNACULAR HOUSES – THE DETAILS

Even in a later form, the Gottfried House still
exhibited qualities that suggest its distinct German
folk character. (Courtesy of Historic Resources
Branch, Manitoba Culture, Heritage and Tourism)

This drawing of the main face of the Gottfried House in its original state, clearly shows it basic
size, porch and interesting decorative elements. (Courtesy of Historic Resources Branch,
Manitoba Culture, Heritage and Tourism)

This detail of one of Berlo’s German folk barns
being dismantled shows the interesting and
distinctive construction details employed in most
barns in Berlo – with corner bracing and
extended logs to support roof rafters. (Courtesy
of Historic Resources Branch, Manitoba Culture,
Heritage and Tourism)
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Reichert Log Barn

REMAINING HISTORIC BUILDINGS
There are four historic buildings in Berlo that remain to recall the heritage of the community.
Three, on this page and atop the next page, are from the period when Berlo was most active,
and attentive to its German architectural folk traditions. The last building presented here, a
stackwall shed from the 1940s, has heritage value, but more for its connection to an interesting
construction technology used in the Interlake rather than for its connection to German
traditions.

Franz Log House
This building was constructed prior to 1910 by Joseph Franz for the owner Johann Franz. Now
used as a shed/garage, the simple, basic building features dovetail joints and a steep gable roof.
While no longer serving its original function, the building is in fairly good condition and the
logs and woodwork are also fairly intact.

The Berlo Log Barn was built in the early
years of the 20th century, and thus has
connections to the origins of the
community. Adam Reichert built the barn
and was its first owner. The barn displays
typical Canadian forms and details then
commonly in use for barn design and
construction, including a gambrel roof and
drop siding on the loft ends. What is
remarkable about the barn is the use of logs
set up in a fashion common in Manitoba in
the early 19th century. Called Red River
frame, this technology called for short logs
of about six-foot lengths to be set between
upright logs. To ensure stability, the
horizontal logs were cut with a tongue,
while the vertical logs were cut with
channels or grooves.

Franz Log House. 15136 Lake Forest Road (SE27-20-3E). This
well-preserved log structure is owned by Thomas John and Alice

Reichert Log Barn. 15096 Lake Forest Road. The

Lois Gill.

barn is the property of Suzan Courtney Rehel.
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Schnerch Log Summer Kitchen

Franz Stackwall Shed

The Schnerch Log Summer Kitchen was built before 1910 by its original owner Karl (Karol)
Schnerch. The summer kitchen features a tidy form, logs connected with dovetail-notch joints,
and a simple gable roof that is presently covered with metal. This important little building is
still in good condition and has good physical integrity.

The builder and owner of this interesting
building was Adam Franz. Constructed in
1944, the building is one of the rare
surviving buildings in the Interlake region
built with a so-called stackwall technique,
with walls built up of short lengths of
poplar log held in place with generous
amounts of mortar. The distinctive doted
pattern can also be seen on some buildings
at Camp Morton. Condition and integrity
of the building are good. A tin roof
protects the logs from the elements.

Schnerch Log Summer Kitchen. 16127 Lake Forest Road (NE 23-20-3E).
The owner is Karen Rogers, a descendant of Karol Schnerch.
Franz Stackwall Shed. 15137 Lake Forest Road.
Monica Lynn Wood and Thomas Arthur Lomeda
currently own this interesting example of 1940s
regional construction experiments, called stackwall.
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Genealogy: Ancestors of Christian Reichert
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Genealogy: Ancestors of Matthias Reichert
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Genealogy: Ancestors of Michelina Reichert
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Genealogy: Ancestors of Karl and Anna Schnerch
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BERLO – A PROUD COMMUNITY WITH NOTABLE CLAIMS

This 50TH anniversary family photograph of the family of Michael and Rosalia Gottfried, Berlo pioneers, shows Elizabeth (Gottfried) and John Schreyer (she is in the polka-dotted
dress to the right of the group in front of the doors and he is directly behind her), the parents of an illustrious Manitoban, former Premier of Manitoba and former Governor General,
Ed Schreyer.
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